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Abstract
We present a novel approach that would enable the placement of dynamic sensor platforms in the
most optimal areas for data collection in an environment of any size. Our approach would ensure
that more sensors are placed in areas that contain interesting data and less in areas with little or
no data. In this paper, we use a bacteria controller to nagivate the environment in the search of
interesting data and show that the addition of a flocking algorithm improves the chances of finding
data.
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1. Introduction:
It is often necessary to take measurements of an environmental variable (such as temperature)
when studying a particular area. This is because it gives up to date information about the environ-
ment under study. Ways of doing this include the installation of static sensors in the environment
or going from one location to another in a vehicle to take data from various locations as in bio-
logical field studies. However, these systems begin to become inefficient if the conditions in the
environment changes rapidly over time from location to location. This would lead to misleading
information as data from various locations can not be collected at the same time by using the latter
method above.
The use of static sensors also has its drawbacks because of their immobility. The resolution
and hence distribution of the sensors can not be adjusted so that areas with no information are
avoided whilst areas with more interesting data are covered.
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This leads to an efficiency in the use of sensors. In this paper we present the use of mobile
sensor network that can configure itself based upon the data being measured so that more sen-
sors are in regions of high concentration density and less in regions of low concentration density.
Our approach uses a flocking algorithm to ensure system level control of agents with a bacteria
algorithm to ensure approriate distribution of agents based on the density of the data at various
locations. We focus on the reasons for using a flocking algorithm with a bacteria algorithm for
providing coverage. In section two, we provide reasons for choosing this combination over other
existing coverage algorithms. Section three briefly discusses our bacteria controller and flocking
approach. Section four discusses our experimental setup, while section five discusses the results
of our experiments. We conclude in section six by discussing future work.
2. Related Work:
In order to monitor an environmental variable, the intial thought might be to make sure that
every single area in the environment is covered. This approach had to led to the development of
various single agent deterministic algorithms that ensure that every area in the given environment
is visited at least once during the run time of the agent. For example, [1] uses spanning tree
algorithm to provide coverage to an area. This involves the cellular decomposition of an area into
cells and then developing a spanning tree to ensure that every area of the cell or vertice in the given
decomposed environment is covered.
However, using this approach quickly starts losing appeal when a large environment is to be
covered by the single agent and if the environmental variable changes constantly over short periods
of time. This leads to data collected being outdated quickly.
To solve the large environment size problem mentioned above, multi agents could be used.
This has lead to a development of the spanning algorithm into a multi-spanning algorithm. This
was used in [2] to find tree cover with similar tree weights. However, using this approach does
address the second question properly. Areas in the environment that do not contain data are still
covered and loss of data can take place if the agent is not near or in the same area as changes in
data.
The above approaches are deterministic and hence ensure that most or every area in the en-
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vironment to be monitored is covered. However, it has been proven that their performance ap-
proaches the performance of stotachistic approaches such as bacteria behaviour when the algo-
rithms efficiency are reduced [3][4]. The reduction in efficiency of these algorithms could be as a
result of wheel slippage of the robot, robot sensor inaccuracies and so on.
Additionaly, Balch in [3] was able to prove that using random search methods enable the use of
less intelligent and expensive robots and hence are less costly. As a result of environmental noise,
sensor noise and other inaccuracies in the environment and the platform being used, we believe
that the use of a stochastic algorithm in a stochastically changing environment would approach
the same level of efficiency of a deterministic algorithm. Such algorithm can deal with changes
in the dynamically changing environment. To this end, we propose the use of a bacteria inspired
controller. This controller is of a random biased walk nature and can be used to find the source of
an environmental variable.
Furthermore, as mentioned previously, by using our approach, we aim to distribute the agents
based on the concentration distribution of the environmental variable being monitored. This leads
to more efficient and optimal use of a limited number of agents. Researchers have used various
multi agent approaches to do this. This includes the use of Voronoi partitions [5] [6] and Virtual
Spring Mesh approach[7]. However, these approaches are either computationally expensive or
require a long distance communication between agents. In addition, a prior knowledge of the
target is required when using Voronoi partition and this approach can only be used in polygon
derived environments. In this paper, we shall focus on the benefits of using flocking algorithms
with a bacteria algorithm.
3. Bacterial Chemotaxis Behaviour
3.1. Bacterial Chemotaxis Model
A bacterium finds food sources by executing a biased random walk behaviour. Its motion is
made up of two phases namely a run phase and a tumble phase. The run phase can be said to be a
straight line motion in a particular direction. When swimming up a gradient, the mean run length
is 2.19±3.43 s while if swimming down a gradient, the mean length is 1.40 ±1.88s [8]. In other
words, the length of the run phase is affected by the concentration of the attractant in the medium.
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This was modelled by Berg and Brown as shown in Equations 1, 2 and 3.
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where τ is the mean run time and τo is the mean run time in the absence of concentration gradients,
α is a constant of the system based on the chemotaxis sensitivity factor of the bacteria, Pb is the
fraction of the receptor bound at concentration C. In our work, C was the present reading taken
by our Robotic agent. KD is the dissociation constant of the the bacterial chemoreceptor. dPbdt is
the rate of change of Pb. dPbdt is the weighted rate of change of Pb. This is used to simulate the
exponentially decaying memory of an event on a bacterium system. τm is the time constant of the
bacterial system. The above equations determine the time between tumbles and hence the length
of runs between tumbles.
The tumble phase is performed by the bacteria by throwing its flagellum clockwise in the
medium. This makes it turn in a random direction σ. This random direction is governed according
to Dahlquist et al by a probability distribution which makes the probability of turning either right
or left azimuthally symmetric about the previous direction [9].
3.2. Our Bacteria Algorithm
In our simulations, we simulated a tumble behaviour by generating a random direction where
the new direction is within the angle σε{0..., 360}. Values in the set σ have an equal opportu-
nity of being chosen. This made it possible for our robotic agent to investigate changes in the
concentration gradient in any direction σ measured from its present position. This would be par-
ticularly useful if the air pollutant direction changes suddenly due to wind direction changes. To
simulate the changes in duration of the run length, we increased or reduced the rate at which calls
to the tumble behaviour subroutine was made. The rate of these calls depend on the changes in
the concentration gradient G. If climbing up a favorable gradient, we called the tumble behaviour
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subroutine less and vice versa if climbing down the gradient. In other words, the tumble frequency
or tumble period β is a function of the concentration gradient G.
In our algorithm, the velocity ν of the robotic agent is changed depending on the changes in the
concentration gradient G. If moving down a gradient, the velocity of the robotic agent is reduced,
while if moving up a gradient the velocity is increased to aid faster convergence at the optimal
point. In the presence of no concentration gradient, the robot is moved at a fast velocity so that
we can find particles of the attractant faster. If the present measured concentration is greater than
a threshold value, it is assumed that the robotic agent has found the source and it stops there. The
above could be modeled as follows:
τ(G) = β(G) ∗ v(G) (4)
where the tumble period β, velocity v and run length τ are all functions of the measured concen-
tration gradient G. We also assumed that the robotic agent is a single point mass kinematic model.
As a result of using a single point mass kinematic model, we can model our algorithm as follows:
x(t + 1) = x(t) + ν(t + 1) cos σ (5)
y(t + 1) = y(t) + ν(t + 1) sin σ (6)
where x and y are points in the cartesian plane, v(t + 1) is the velocity at the next time step.
This is dependent on the measured concentration at (x, y, t). v(t + 1) is a set of velocities V and is
defined as:
v(t + 1) =


VT iff C(t) > 14
VN iff G = −ve
VP iff G = +ve
VO iff G = 0
(7)
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G = C(t + 1) − C(t) (8)
where C is the currently measured concentration; G is the difference between the previous mea-
sured concentration value and the present concentration value. In our experiments, we chose
VT = 0, VN = 1, VP = 4 and VO = 3 and compared it with the result of when VT = 0,
VN = VP = VO = 3. Our aim was to investigate the effects of having different velocity values at
different values of G and compare to having the same velocity values regardless the value of G. In
addition, the velocity v(t + 1) was not affected by the previous velocity value there by following
the Dahlquist et al model. For the tumble period, a set of time periods as defined below was used:
β(t + 1) =


βT iff C(t) > 14
βN iff ∆G = −ve
βP iff ∆G = +ve
βO iff ∆G = 0
(9)
where we chose βT = 0, βN = 10, βP = 100 and βO = 5. From our work in [11], we know that
it is possible to use the bacteria controller defined above to find the source of an environmental
variable.
3.3. Flocking Controller
To implement the flocking controller, we used a modified flocking controller as shown in Equa-
tion 10. This controller was developed for single point mass kinematic models.
xf = [−k(dist − d)](xi − xj) + [h(xi − xh)] (10)
dist = ||xi − xj|| (11)
where xh is the position of the agent with the highest reading in the neighbourhood, dist =√
(xi − xj)T (xi − xj), k > 0, is the magnitude of the repulsion force between agents xi and
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xj . Constant l is the attractant gain for the force between agent xi and the agent in the neighbour-
hood with the highest measurement, xh. We then combined the two behaviours and calculate the
new position of the agent xi using the equation 12 below.
xi = f ∗ xf + b ∗ xb (12)
where constants f and b are gains for each behaviour. In our investigations, we set them both to
one.
4. Experimental Setup
To test the algorithm, a simulated arena that had a dimension of 600 pixels by 600 pixels was
developed. This is shown in Fig. 1. We used kinematic models for the simulated robots as
mentioned previously. The simulated robots had dimensions of 10 pixels by 10 pixels and had an
array of simulated chemical sensors in the center of the robot. This array of chemical sensors had
a dimension of 4 pixels by 4 pixels. It is assumed that each individual chemical sensor making
up the chemical sensor array returns 1 or 0 as output. If a chemical sensor detects a pollutant
particle in a location it returns a 1 and it returns a 0 otherwise. To measure the concentration of
the pollutant in the robot’s position, the values of each chemical sensor in the array is added up to
get the total measured concentration in that location.
Figure 1: Simulation Setup showing robots and pollutant.
In this experiment, the 2D problem of visually producing a map of the pollutant is investigated
before working on the 3D problem as in [7]. Other assumptions taken in our experiment include:
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• A simple generated air pollutant is used with randomly generated particles. By generating
the particles randomly, there were no clear concentration gradient boundaries.
• The air pollutant is stationary and not moving in the experiments. The effects of wind
changes or air convection currents are not investigated but will be done in later studies.
• It is assumed that robots are single point kinematic models based on our previous work in
[10] where the control system developed is quite robust. This control system can take co
ordinate values from a user and then fly the UAV to the desired position. In this experiment,
a large number of robots is needed because of the number needed to visually produce a map
of the pollutant. This is possible in real life because of the reducing costs of hardware.
• The robots were placed initially at the edges of the pollutant as in [9] and [12].
• Each robot knows its position in the simulated arena.
• No collision avoidance was used in the simulated experiments. On real robots, proximity
sensors such as ultrasonic sensors could be used to detect the presence of other robots and
then take action accordingly.
• It is assumed that once the robots find a concentration value greater than a threshold of 14
they have reached the source.
• It is assumed that the chemical sensors used in the experiment were noiseless during the
simulation. We plan to introduce noise through the use of a random number generator in
subsequent experiments.
5. Simulation and Results
In the experiment, a simple air pollutant is simulated at the position 300 pixel by 300 pixels
as shown in Fig. 1. A population of 100 robots is randomly placed within an area of 60 pixels
by 60 pixels. We developed two test metrics that were used to evaluate our approach. For our
first test metric, we aimed to investigate how many robots would find the source within a time
frame (Localization Ability). In our second test metric, we investigate the effects that flocking
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would have on the amount of time agents spent outside the environmental variable being monitored
(Foraging Ability).
For each experiment, the bacteria controller was first ran for various time intervals of 30, 90
and 120 seconds. Then the flocking controller was then used in combination with the bacteria
controller and ran for the same time frames mentioned above.
5.1. Localization Ability
As discussed above, we ran both algorithms and obtained the results as shown in Fig. 2
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Figure 2: Comparison of Localization Ability when using the Bacteria Controller only and when
using it with the flocking controller.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Foraging Ability when using the Bacteria Controller only and when using
it with the flocking controller.
As can be seen in Fig. 2 the flocking controller when used with the bacteria controller per-
formed better than using only the bacteria controller for short time periods. This property would
be useful if a hazardous substance is to be found quickly before more damage is done.
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5.2. Foraging Ability
Similarly, we ran the bacteria algorithm and compared the results with the results obtained
for using the foraging algorithm with the bacteria algorithm and observed the amount of time
the agents spent outside the environmental variable. These results were obtained by counting the
number of time the chemical sensors on the simulated agents gave zero readings (zero count). The
results are shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen in the results shown in Fig. 3, the agents spent less time outside the environ-
mental variable when using the flocking controller. In addition, it can be seen that the zero counts
of the bacteria flock did not increase significantly has the time frame was increased from 90 to 120
seconds.
6. Conclusion and Future work:
In this paper, we have shown that it might be possible to use a stocastic algorithm such as
the bacteria controller with a flocking controller to provide coverage of an environment. we have
also shown that the use of flocking algorithm enable the faster convergence of agents at the source
of an environmental variable. This is analogous to natural systems in which group of individual
with large numbers are more successfully than groups with smaller numbers or lone agents. We
have also shown that the use of flocking algorithms enabled agents to spend more time in areas of
environmental variable than in areas lacking the environmental variable. This makes it possible to
get more interesting readings from the environment.
In the future, we plan to continue work to investigate how to fuse the flocking behaviour and
bacteria behaviour together to provide an effective coverage of an environment. We also aim to
use the Berg and Brown model for the bacteria chemotactic behaviour to firstly control a single
agent and then use it to collectively control a flock of agents. Furthermore, we plan to use fuzzy
logic to fuse the inputs of the flocking algorithm and the bacteria algorithm together to obtain a
more smoother behaviour.
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